
Bill and Julie Houck 
 
 
In our discussions about sewers in Marion we have heard from many different people 
and discussed many different issues. A lot of the issues that we have heard center 
around aging infrastructure and different EPA regulations. In fact, yesterday there was 
an article in the newspaper that discussed this very thing, but the sewer issue I bring 
before you today deals with infrastructure that is old, but is still much younger than 
some of the lines referenced in the newspaper yesterday by about 50 years. The issues 
that I am going to reference do not necessarily institute old infrastructure, but possibly 
one of poor design and execution that happened long before any of us in this room 
tonight were in local politics. I am talking about sewer issues on Cambridge Ave, 
specifically those of my neighbors Billy and Julie Houck, who live at 957 Cambridge 
Ave.  
 
 Bill and Julie have lived at their residence since JFK was in office and have only started 
to have sewer problems in the last 20 years. When they first lived on Cambridge, the 
street was not part of the city and residents had septic tanks and wells. The thing that 
sets Bill and Julie apart from many other Marionites that have had sewer issues is that 
they have had the means necessary to help fix their sewer issues. The Houck’s have 
shared some of their bills for sewer issues with me, but admittedly some of these bills 
are over a decade old and they were not able to locate some of them. I can also say 
that Bill has done his homework and from talking to him I was able to learn a great deal 
about his sewer issues and why they may have happened and why they may still be 
happening. 
 
In the 60’s Smith Hospital built ProPark Forcemain Lift Station with 8” line running thru 
Cambridge emptying into 20’ trunkline on Virginia - (Cambridge had septic systems and 
no sewers at this time) 
 
In 2001 Marion built Barks Rd Lift Station which pumps directly to ProPark and at same 
time they ABANDONED the section of original 8” line from Cambridge to Virginia. They 
added a 10” line @ProPark with both lines (3 pumps) constantly pumping into sewers 
on Cambridge. This is the start of 18” Cambridge Gravity Main, which is higher than Bill 
and Julie’s basement.  
 
 Roughly 6-8 years ago the city bolted down a manhole directly across from the Houck’s 
and eliminated another. It was shortly after this that the Houck’s started to have 
problems with sewer gas and basement flooding. They were told that their lines had tree 
roots, but a camera in their lateral disproved this as storm water from their sump 



couldn’t enter their lateral because it was full of sewage. Here is a picture of a manhole 
in my neighbor’s yard after a hard heavy run to prove the point of sewage being blasted 
through the force main during heavy rains. This manhole is one of the ones that is not 
bolted down, but also sits across and adjacent from The Houck’s House showing the 
sewage and the force with which it comes pouring out and into the sewer lines on the 
street. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Below is a map of the sewers I am speaking about. You will notice there is an 8-10 pipe 
that comes in from the force main. Directly in front of that pipe on the other side of the 
street is The Houck’s. You will also notice that the pipe to that goes off to left is listed as 
larger, which may be why the manholes on the side of Cambridge that goes toward 
Vernon Heights Blvd never overflow with sewage, but various manholes on Cambridge 
and Harding Rd. tend to overflow, specifically the one across from the Houck’s that is 
shown above and the one at the Corner of Harding Rd and Virginia. 
 



 
 
The Houck’s problem became very severe as the force main pressure put breaks in 
their sewer line 2 different times, and several times pressures were enough to cause 
their downstairs toilets to overflow and spew sewage. There were times that they could 
not stay in their house. Bill has stated that they have spent over $15,000 to get this fixed 
and included in this packet you will see some of those bills. Also during this time, Julie 
came down with a serious illness that Bill is convinced was caused by the excess sewer 
gas in his house. 
 
Thankfully The Houck’s were able to put in a check valve and keep sewage out of their 
house, but during heavy rains the pressure on their check valve is so great that they are 
oftentimes not able to flush their toilets. 
 
 
 



As I have already stated, Bill and Julie are decades long residents of Marion, Ohio and 
are both 86 years old and thankfully they are in excellent health.  Bill and Julie have 
both stated that they love their home and enjoy living in Marion, but Bill has stated to me 
that when the time comes for him to sell, how could he in good conscience sell his 
house to a young family knowing the problems that were going to inherit? He feels as if 
a house that he raised family in and has worked his whole life to keep beautiful, has 
been rendered worthless by sewer problems that he did not create, but has had to fix. 
 
I have found Bill and his wife Julie to be wonderful people who just want their problem 
fixed and not have to worry every time the forecast calls for heavy rain. They have had 
several different council members try in vain to help them. I do not know what we can 
do as a city to help them, but I know others have tried. I know that all throughout Marion 
there are others who have similar issues and are also wondering where the help is.  
 
I tell you this story not to blame anyone but to shine a light on an issue and to tell the 
story of two of my neighbors in public hoping that somebody can help them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 


